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.' o*. U. --2>A program to measure altitude profiles of the horizontal wind velocity in the stratosphere using smoke trail tracers is described. The system for accessing and digitizing photographs of the sunlight scattering trails was updated with new hardware and software. Film plane coordinates of trail center lines were identified by computer programs, and vector triangulation .,,I
Arrow Drive
. These advances removed the problems associated with earlier plane-earth solutions or solutions employing spherical geometry.
Unlssfe
References 1,2, and 7, the first application of these methods,
show that even when applying vector solutions numerous pitfalls must be avoided.
Briefly, the dense tracer smoke remains substantially 4. intact after its release while being transported by the wind field for periods of one to two minutes. During this time synchronized cameras at a minimum of two observation sites record the projections of the trail, whose contrast against the sky results from its great scattering of sunlight (much like the contrails of aircraft).
Pairs of simultaneous images 
RESULTS
Each of the stratospheric trails which was reduced to digital form is summarized in Table 1 with 55 mm image size), the optic axis was located to ±l2pm.
The maximum scanning increment along the trail axis was 48um at low altitudes; this step was reduced at higher altitudes to preserve a nearly uniform increment in altitude from point to point in defining the wind profile.
Star-position calibrations were also digitized and analyzed for all of the trails, as summarized in Table 2 .
Large numbers of calibrations (for each triangulation frame) were performed for Auroral E (POKER and ELLIOT sites) because the camera orientations were frequently changed. The majority of star calibrations were reduced using new software, originally developed for another application which semiautomatically 10 *.V ,%- • ** o4,
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